Sessionman pre-amps and effects.
G250FTR
G250D
G250TR & G250D  POWER SUPPLY

Power Supply - Output - phase - splitter - driver
for following -
G250TR - G250D
250PA - LB200F
all 190 models

R1-10k-models 200F, 400F, 190
6K-models 250FTR - 250PA

Some models - have - tremolo inserted 1 and 2 - same models.
V.C. taps
GARNET AMPLIFIER CO. LTD
Winnipeg, Canada

#3 JUNE 1974/75

REVERBERATION DRIVER AND PRE-AMPS
plus TREMOLO SYSTEM.

FET "clamp" is shown on part 2 (Pre-amps)

SESSIONMAN
G250TR
G250D

Pull "SLOW SPEED" switch on rear of
TREMOLO speed control